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Agenda

✓ Rationale

✓ Research questions

✓ Methodology

✓ Analysis

✓ Conclusion



Rating Scale Design

✓ Empirically informed rating rubric

✓ How do modifiers function as a 
component of rating rubrics?

✓ Lack of research in modifiers 



Research Questions

✓ Do modifiers correspond to a specific ability 

range?

✓ Will the same modifier attached to different 

descriptors nonetheless be targeting a 

similar ability range?



Descriptors and Modifiers

✓ Creates a cohesive text

✓ Grammar is correct

✓ Punctuation is correct

✓ Vocabulary is appropriate

✓ Writing is intelligible

Creates a partially cohesive text

Creates a sufficiently cohesive text

Creates a mostly cohesive text

✓ Partially

✓ Sufficiently

✓ Mostly



Methodology

✓ 30 Samples, 10 experienced raters, 5 

descriptor types, 3 modifiers. 

Fully crossed design

✓ Online rating using Fluid Surveys



Fluid Surveys



Analysis

✓ Descriptive statistics

✓ ANOVA

✓ MFRM



Analysis: Descriptive 

Statistics

✓ Creates a partially cohesive text

✓ Creates a sufficiently cohesive text

✓ Creates a mostly cohesive text



Analysis: Descriptive 

Statistics

✓ Grammar is partially correct

✓ Grammar is sufficiently correct

✓ Grammar is mostly correct



Analysis: Box Plots 
(across all descriptors)



Analysis: ANOVA

✓ Descriptor type 

✓ Modifier

✓ Statistical significance



Analysis: ANOVA



Analysis: MFRM



Analysis. MFRM



Feedback from Raters

✓Even though the raters were not told the 

purpose of the study, they noticed the 

systematic use of the modifiers

✓Many raters informed us that limiting the 

number of modifiers to 3 was very helpful

✓Each rater began to devise heuristics for 

judging each modifier



Future work

✓Can training or seminars help raters develop a 

shared consensus as to how different 

performance levels correspond with different 

modifiers?

✓Can we discern a limited and highly 

descriptive pool of modifiers for systematic 

application?



Conclusion

✓ Modifiers can be discerning and can have a 
major effect on raters’ perceptions

✓ Modifiers should be carefully selected. Some are 
better targeted at a specific ability range.

✓ Using a limited number of modifiers 
systematically may help with inter-rater 
reliability 



Thank you!
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